Dynamic properties of a reconstituted myelin sheath
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Abstract. Myelin is a multilamellar membrane which, wrapping the nerve axons, increases the efficiency of nervous signal transmission. Indeed, the molecular components of the myelin sheath interact tightly with each other and molecules on the axonal surface to drive myelination, to keep both myelin and the axon intact, and to transduce signals from myelin to the axon and vice versa. Myelin is strongly affected in human demyelinating diseases in both the central and peripheral nervous system (CNS and PNS, respectively). Despite the presence of a well-defined set of myelin-specific proteins, little is known about the structure and the dynamics of these proteins, their interactions with the membrane and their influence on myelin stability. We present here the first neutron scattering results on the dynamics of the myelin sheath in PNS and of the interaction between its constituents. Specifically, the human P2 protein is shown to stabilize the lipid membrane upon binding to it.
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1. Introduction

Biological membranes serve diverse basic functions in eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells, regulating the exchange of matter, energy and information with the surrounding environment. In a functional sense, proteins obviously play a pertinent role in many of these functions. Yet, their lateral organization within membranes is often highly dynamic, causing their transient localization in different lipid environments that may affect protein structure, their oligomerization and, thereby, function.

Myelin is the lipid-rich, multilamellar membrane responsible for the speed-up of the nerve impulse conduction in vertebrates (up to 100 m/s in a healthy person). Myelin is destroyed by autoimmune processes in human demyelinating diseases, including multiple sclerosis (MS) in CNS and peripheral neuropathies (PN) in PNS. MS is characterized by patches of demyelination [10] that can be scattered throughout the white matter of the CNS, but are usually localized in the brain stem, periventricular areas, the optic nerve and the cervical spinal cord. These multiple scars (or scleroses) cause symptoms specific to the interrupted signals.

The biochemical composition of myelin includes only a few major proteins [19]; two proteins, the proteolipid protein (PLP) and the myelin basic protein (MBP) account for 80\% of the total CNS myelin protein. CNS and PNS myelin differ in their protein constituents. MBP is also an abundant component...
of PNS myelin [11], where it colocalizes with another myelin-specific protein, P2. The P2 protein, while missing in CNS, represents 1–15% of the total myelin protein in the PNS.

MBP is essential for the formation of CNS myelin, able to interact with a wide range of ligands, often polyanionic in nature [2]. Due to its high charge and low overall hydrophobicity, there is significant intramolecular electrostatic repulsion in MBP; this results in MBP being an extended, intrinsically unstructured protein in solution [12,21].

P2 is a small folded protein with a high homology to members of the fatty acid binding protein family [7,18]. It is expressed in the cytoplasmic face of compact myelin in the PNS [9,27], and its lipid-binding activity suggests it may serve important functions in generating and maintaining the unique lipid composition of myelin [28]. P2 is possibly one of the autoantigens in the human disorder Guillain–Barre syndrome [14,15], an autoimmune disease of the PNS.

Although the main subject of myelin research often concerns its proteins, dynamic changes in protein–lipid interactions and lipid-based membrane microdomains also have a role in the etiology of MS and PN. Detailed knowledge of the fine structure and dynamics of myelin at the level of lateral membrane domain composition, and lipid–protein interactions within such domains, is imperative for understanding the unknown pathogenic mechanisms of demyelination.

Biochemical and structural studies on myelin flourished during the 1970s and 1980s [3–6,16,26,29], and correlations have been observed between myelin structural modifications [13,22] and some common neurological degenerative events of pathological nature in humans. In this context, wide angle X-ray diffraction studies [5] revealed that the lipid phase transition temperature of MS myelin is 20°C lower than that of normal myelin, indicating differences in the structural organization of the bilayer.

Dynamic properties are of great importance at the molecular level of biology and the marked temperature dependence of the activity of biomolecules reflects their thermal mobility. Dynamic events in biomolecular systems occur on a very large time-scale, ranging from femtoseconds to nearly seconds. Within this broad interval, motions occurring in the pico- to nano-second time-scale are of particular interest and relevance, since they cover the transition region from ‘discrete’ local excitations of small molecular subunits to slower processes involving collective motions of massive parts of macromolecular assemblies. This time window is well covered by inelastic and quasielastic neutron scattering. These techniques can, therefore, play a relevant role in improving the understanding of molecular motions which affect the functionality of biomolecules.

We have demonstrated, during the last five years [8,23–25], the power of the neutron scattering technique as an optimal probe for the dynamics of the myelin sheath and its components. Our studies so far focused on the effect of MBP on the global membrane dynamics of ordered dimyristoyl L-a-phosphatidic acid (DMPA) assemblies, simulating the myelin sheath in the CNS. The study covered the lipid gel (phase α) to liquid (phase β) phase transition ($T_{α→β} = 320 \, \text{K}$). Strong anisotropy in the dynamic behaviour depended on the membrane composition, and MBP was found to strongly enhance the out-of-plane mobility of the lipid molecules in the liquid phase. In this study, we now address the PNS system, and effects of both MBP and P2 on liposome membranes are investigated.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein purification

Details of the protein purification protocols will be published elsewhere. In brief, His-tagged human P2 was expressed in *E. coli* and purified using immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography. The His-
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The recombinant His-tagged C1 and C8 isoforms of murine 18.5 kDa MBP were expressed in E. coli and purified by slight modifications of previously published procedures [1]. All protein samples were lyophilized prior to shipment to the neutron source and final sample preparation.

2.2. Sample preparation and characterization

1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (DMPA), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DOPS) were purchased as dry powders from Lipoid Company (Germany). After dissolving the lipids in chloroform and subsequent drying with nitrogen gas, they were solubilised in D$_2$O. By extruding the lipid solution through a 100 nm pore sized membrane, using the Avanti$^\text{®}$ Mini-Extruder, unilamellar vesicles were prepared. To compare liposomes of DMPA and DOPS + DOPC with these liposomes mixed with the MBP or P2 proteins, the proteins were added to one part of the lipid solution before the extrusion. The hydrodynamic radius ($R_h$) of the liposomes, with and without proteins, was estimated by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The experiments were carried out at the EMBL outstation in Grenoble using the ALV CGS-3 Compact Goniometer. The obtained correlation intensities were normalized to the measurement of a standard for which toluene is typically used. The suitable lipid concentration for DLS measurement was found to be of 0.001 mg/ml. Dust particles were removed by using a filter with 20 µm pores.

2.3. Neutron scattering experiment

Incoherent elastic neutron scattering measurements as a function of temperature were performed on the thermal ($\lambda = 2.23$ Å) high-energy resolution backscattering spectrometer IN13 (Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France), characterized by a very large momentum transfer range ($0.2 < Q < 4.9$ Å$^{-1}$) with a good and nearly $Q$-independent energy resolution (8 µeV FWHM). IN13, therefore, allows accessing the space and time windows of 1–6 Å and 0.1 ns respectively. The elastic scattering intensities ($I_{el}(Q) = S(Q, \omega = 0)$), properly corrected for the empty sample holder signal, were normalized with respect to a vanadium scan (typically used as a standard), to compensate for spurious background contributions and detector efficiency. The sample mass and thickness were suitably chosen to optimize the compromise between good signal-to-noise ratio and multiple scattering contributions. For this purpose, a transmission of approximately 90% was guaranteed using 100 mg of powder per sample allocated in 1.5 mm thick aluminum sample holders.

3. Results and discussion

The temperature region ($278 < T < 313$ K) was chosen in order to (1) avoid any Bragg reflections arising from ice assigned to free water molecules in- and outside the liposome ($T > 273$ K) and (2) prevent P2 from denaturation ($T < 320$ K). In order to investigate how the membrane dynamics are affected by the presence of P2 in both the gel and liquid lipidic phase (which would allow us a direct comparison to our previous study in CNS), two different liposome compositions were chosen. The DMPA artificial membrane shows a lipid $L_\alpha \rightarrow L_\beta$ phase transition at $T = 320$ K. Thus, in the whole $273 < T < 315$ K region, DMPA is in the gel phase. On the other hand, two-component liposomes, made of a mixture of neutral (DOPC) and charged (DOPS) lipids, at 1:1 w/w ratio, were chosen to investigate the liquid
lipid phase. Indeed, both DOPC and DOPS show a lipid $L_\alpha \rightarrow L_\beta$ phase transition well below room temperature (DOPC: $T_{\alpha\rightarrow\beta} = 253$ K; DOPS: $T_{\alpha\rightarrow\beta} = 264$ K). Thus, the mixed lipid compound is in the liquid phase in the entire $T$ range investigated here.

While DMPA was chosen to compare results in PNS to our previous investigation in CNS [23–25], the neutral-charged mixture was chosen to better represent the lipid composition in myelin. The chosen P2 concentration (1.25% of the total sample mass) allows neglecting the scattering arising from the protein (5% at maximum of the total scattering signal). Thus, any differences in the neutron response can be unambiguously assigned to changes in membrane dynamics induced by the presence of the P2 protein.

In Fig. 1, we report the incoherent elastic intensity of DMPA liposomes vs. the square of momentum transfer. The fast decrease of the intensity observed for all the temperatures investigated is a clear sign of enhanced dynamics that may count also for some additional quasi-elastic components to the elastic scattering. In particular, two main effects may contribute to the QENS additional terms: (1) confined water inside the liposomes, and (2) lipidosome diffusion in the heavy water medium. D$_2$O was chosen as solvent, indeed, to minimize the first contribution to the total scattering intensity. However, while free water outside the liposomes does not participate in our signal since it counts as flat background in the energy window explored here, the heavy water molecules inside the liposomes may include at least two different populations: free (at the center of the liposomes) and bound (closer to the lipid polar heads of the internal leaflet) molecules. The latter may give rise to a quasi-elastic contribution, which can fall within the energy resolution of the experiment, thus affecting the correct interpretation of the elastic data, since it results in a spurious decrease of the elastic intensity. Thus, bound water molecules have to be taken into account for a correct data interpretation. Also liposome diffusion has to be properly
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considered, since at the used lipid concentration (50 mg/ml), the system has to be considered as crowded, thus speeding down the lipid diffusion constant to values observable on IN13. To identify and quantify all the different contributions to our elastic data, further QENS experiments are planned on several complementary instruments, allowing us to span a wide energy range (1–100 µeV).

In order to check the quality of the sample we systematically performed DLS measurements before and after the neutron experiments. In the insert of Fig. 1, we report, as an example, the experimental time dependent correlation function $G(t)$ of DMPA liposomes measured before and after the neutron experiments. The two curves overlap perfectly and can be fitted using a single and narrow liposome population of hydrodynamic radius $R_h = 33$ nm and a very low polydispersity ($p = 0.98$).

The proper protein-liposome binding is currently checked by gel electrophoresis using a sucrose gradient protocol [17].

The influence of the composition of the two protein-free liposome samples used in this work (DMPA and DOPC + DOPS) is shown in Fig. 2, where the integrated elastic intensities are reported as a function of the explored $T$ range. In order to gain in statistics, data have been binned over the interesting $Q$ region where the non-zero intensities are still appreciable ($Q^2 \leq 6$ Å$^{-2}$). A remarkable difference is observed, supporting a damping of membrane dynamics in the DMPA system. This may be assigned to the different lipid phases explored by the two types of liposomes in the measured $T$ region. As expected, indeed, the liquid phase at which DOPC + DOPS liposomes are trapped reflects much higher lipid motion. However, a contribution from a different behavior of the dynamics of the confined water molecules inside the liposomes cannot be excluded, due to a difference in the charge distribution on the lipid inner surface; the neutral DOPC lipids behave as spacers, probably causing a change in the lipid polar head-water molecules interactions.

The mean square displacements (MSD) extracted for the protein-free and P2-bound liposomes are reported in Fig. 3. All data on MBP bound liposomes are here only briefly commented and not shown, even
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though in perfect agreement to previous results [23–25], because of the poor sample quality suggested by significant changes in the DLS spectra as a function of time. The MSD values have been calculated from the slope of the elastic intensity vs. $Q^2$, in the low $Q$ limit, where the Gaussian approximation is valid. The MSD count for both harmonic and anharmonic contributions of the all proton dynamics. A detailed description of the MSD extraction protocol may be found elsewhere [20]. The binding of P2 to the liposomes shows the same effect on the two lipocomplexes studied here: P2 is found to enhance the membrane stability, reducing the lipid dynamics. Using the free constant model successfully introduced by Zaccai in 2000 [30], the effective force constants ($k$ parameters) have been estimated for our compounds (Fig. 3). The $k$ constants are an indirect measure of the stability of a system; higher $k$ values refer to a more rigid system, confirming the property of P2 to enhance the membrane stability, which may play a key role in proper nerve impulse transmission.
4. Conclusions

P2 is a highly abundant protein of the PNS myelin membrane, with putative roles in the formation and homeostasis of myelin; the relationships between the structure, function, and dynamics of P2 have, however, been poorly characterized. The results presented here strongly suggest a stabilizing effect induced by the P2 protein on the membrane dynamics, independently from the liposome composition (in particular from the net charge density of the liposomes) and from the lipidic phase transition in which the liposomes are trapped (gel phase in DMPA and liquid phase in DOPC + DOPS). One possible physical explanation for the observed higher rigidity may account for the recent observation (data not yet published) by molecular dynamics simulation, of the partial disposition of the P2 protein inside the lipid bilayer and on its surface, affecting in such a way both in plane and out-of-plane lipid motions.

In the near future, QENS experiments are planned to get better insight into the properties exerted by P2, in particular to map selectively the different lipid motions, which may be affected by the lipid–protein interaction. Complementary elastic experiments will also soon be performed on the same liposome compositions, where the free water molecules will be removed by promoting oriented multibilayer formation, followed by drying treatment, in order to extend the study of the DOPC + DOPS liposomes below room temperature, i.e., in the gel phase. This will allow us to discriminate between net charge density, lipid phase and chemical lipid composition contributions. Taken together, our results elucidate the functional properties of a quantitatively major component of vertebrate PNS myelin.
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